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My Taxes   
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Taxes are a certainty. They have 
existed since the ancient Egyptians and 
have played a significant role in (and 
sometimes caused) major events 
throughout history, such as the French 
and the American revolutions. Today, 
their relevance is particularly evident in 
an international context, where 
discussions take place around 
competitiveness among countries and 
the challenges of implementing a level-
playing field. 
 
And they are omnipresent 
In a personal investment sphere, taxes are equally important,  
although often overlooked. Choosing an investment should, 
of course, be based on a thorough analysis of several aspects 
of real, financial, and capital markets, tailored according to 
your personal preferences. Nonetheless, taxes and reporting 
obligations may play a critical part, depending on the impact 
on your chosen investments.  
 
When buying real estate, particularly in a foreign country, 
understanding whether the location is optimal, the price is 
fair, and the seller has all documents in order are crucial 
aspects. However, other important points include how much 
tax you will pay on an ongoing basis for holding the property, 
if any reporting obligations apply, how the capital gains tax 
will be calculated now and if you sell it in the future (e.g., do 
renovations need to be accounted for during the years to add  

 
up to its acquisition cost?), and what will the tax burden be 
on your heirs when they receive it. 
 
Factoring tax implications into your investment decisions 
means making conscious choices and being properly prepared 
for the outcome. It can only be of benefit to you to consider 
them in advance.  
 
Although we do not provide tax or legal advice, our aim in 
this document is to help you identify the most important 
issues and raise the most important questions that are 
relevant to you. We strongly recommend you then discuss 
these with your external tax and legal advisors, taking account 
of your personal circumstances. 
 
Attention to taxes is a matter of wealth preservation 
Throughout your lifetime, taxation will come into play in 
different shapes and forms, both in a personal and business 
context. From the inception of your wealth to its consolidation 
and ultimately its transfer to the next generation, several 
questions around taxes will inevitably come up. What is the 
most tax-efficient way to structure your private wealth or to 
set up your company?  What are the tax-related issues in 
transferring your wealth to the next generation? What will be 
the impact if you relocate to another country? How will the 
sale of your business be taxed?  
 
Particularly when discussing finances, the taxation impact on 
investments should be taken into account, as taxes directly 
affect the return or their situs may lead to inheritance taxes 
being unexpectedly applicable in a given jurisdiction. In certain 
cases, not carefully considering the tax effects could result in 
the unpleasant surprise of being credited only 65% of the 
value of dividends paid by stocks, heirs receiving only 60% of 
the investment value of assets, or being subject to taxation 
and filing obligations on a monthly basis. 
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Depending on a few factors, such as whether there is a tax 
treaty between the country of residence and the country of 
issue for the security, it may be possible to ask for a refund of 
part of the tax withheld in the payment of dividends or even 
to prevent part of the excess withheld at source, based on 
treaty provisions. For securities that trigger inheritance 
taxation regardless of the residence of the investor, it is 
generally possible to choose alternative instruments that 
provide similar investment exposure with a different taxation 
structure. In countries where a monthly tax applies, investing 
in an accumulating vehicle may reduce the administrative tax 
burden. Or holding your investments through a a structure 
that allows for tax deferral, like a life insurance policy, a trust, 
or other legitimate setup that meets your general needs, can 
alleviate your annual tax and reporting obligations even 
further.  
 
Always get professional advice 
Analyzing the tax implications of your investment decisions to 
understand whether any alleviating measures could work in 
your situation requires professional and specialized support. 
Taxes are constantly changing, and tax laws can be very 
complex. The way they impact you can be affected by several 
factors, including your tax residence, your tax status, and all 
the characteristics of your investment structure (e.g., 
jurisdiction, legal form). 
 
Make sure to always get support from tax advisors who have 
the right expertise and who fully understand your individual 
situation. 
 
How UBS can help 

Reporting the income and gains derived from your 
investments to your country’s tax authorities may be at times 
burdensome. To assist you and your independent tax advisor 
with the preparation of your tax return, UBS offers detailed 
income and gains reports. For several countries, the reports 
are adapted to the specific tax rules of the jurisdictions, 
significantly reducing the amount of work to be done by the 
tax advisor to transpose the relevant information to the tax 
forms. 

As mentioned above, dependent on certain conditions, the 
tax withheld at source on dividends and interest paid on 
securities can be refunded. In some cases, the withholding tax 
at source can even be reduced as the dividend or interest is 
paid. For select jurisdictions, UBS may assist you with the tax 
reclaim or relief at source processes. 
 
Being aware of the tax rules 
that apply to you and 
understanding their impact 
with the right support of 
specialists can result in a 
better management of your 
wealth, for yourself and for 
future generations. True 
long-term success can be 
achieved through our full My 
Life offering:  
 
1. My Family, the best way to ensure the people closest to 
you are well off 
2. My Protection, security from multiple risk factors and 
disruptive events 
3. My Company, a proven strategy to ensure business 
success 
4. My Taxes, factoring the tax aspects in your decisions 
5. My Retirement, this well-earned time deserves the best 
planning 
6. My Succession, setting the path for your assets and values 
beyond your lifetime 
 
There may be several options available to you. At UBS Wealth 
Planning, we can discuss these to identify your specific 
circumstances and personal preferences that you can then 
follow up with your own tax or legal advisor. Please note that 
UBS does not provide legal or tax advice.  
  
For further information, please contact your UBS Client 
Advisor, who will be happy to put you in touch with our 
specialists in UBS Wealth Planning.
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This publication was produced by UBS Switzerland AG, by one of its subsidiaries or by an associated company ("UBS"). It is for your information 
only and is not intended as an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any products or specific services. Although all information and 
opinions expressed in this document were obtained from sources we believe to be reliable, UBS expressly disclaims any liability, express or 
implied, for false or incomplete information. To the extent permitted by law, neither UBS nor any of its managers, employees or agents may be 
held liable for any losses or damages whatsoever that might arise from the use of this publication or be connected therewith. All information 
and opinions indicated are subject to change without notice. UBS retains the right to change the range of services, the products and the prices 
at any time without prior notice. Certain services and products are subject to legal provisions and cannot therefore be offered worldwide on an 
unrestricted basis.  
The content of this publication has not been adapted to the specific needs and investment objectives of a particular client or recipient and is not 
tailored to their personal or financial situation. In principle, UBS does not provide legal or tax advice and this publication does not constitute 
such advice. UBS recommends that all persons considering the products or services described herein obtain appropriate independent legal, tax 
and other professional advice. 
The products and services mentioned herein may require agreements to be signed. Please note that the terms and conditions of such specific 
agreements described in the corresponding agreements apply to these products and services. We kindly ask you to carefully read such 
agreements and to contact your UBS client advisor or Wealth Planner should you have any questions. 
This document may not be reproduced or distributed without the prior consent of UBS. 
  
UBS Wealth Way is an approach incorporating Liquidity. Longevity. Legacy. strategies that UBS and our Advisors can use to assist clients in 
exploring and pursuing their wealth management needs and goals over different time frames. This approach is not a promise or guarantee that 
wealth, or any financial results, can or will be achieved. All investments involve the risk of loss, including the risk of loss of the entire investment. 
Time frames may vary. Strategies are subject to individual client goals, objectives and suitability. 
 
Brazil: Securities mentioned in this material have not been, and will not be, submitted for approval nor registered with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission of Brazil (CVM). Documents and information herein are not being used in connection with any offer for subscription or 
sale to the public in Brazil. 

 
Bahrain: UBS is a Swiss bank not licensed, supervised or regulated in Bahrain by the Central Bank of Bahrain to undertake banking or 
investment business activities in Bahrain. Therefore, prospects/clients do not have any protection under local banking and investment services 
laws and regulations.  

 
Turkey: The information in this document is not provided for the purpose of offering, marketing or sale of any capital market instrument or 
service in the Republic of Turkey. Therefore, this document may not be considered as an offer made, or to be made, to residents of the Republic 
of Turkey in the Republic of Turkey. No UBS entity is licensed by the Turkish Capital Market Board (the CMB) under the provisions of the Capital 
Market Law (Law No. 6362). Accordingly, neither this document nor any other offering material related to the instrument/service may be utilized 
in connection with providing any capital market services to persons within the Republic of Turkey without the prior approval of the CMB. 
However, according to article 15 (d) (ii) of the Decree No. 32 residents of the Republic of Turkey are allowed to purchase or sell the financial 
instruments traded in financial markets outside of the Republic of Turkey. Further to this, pursuant to article 9 of the Communiqué on Principles 
Regarding Investment Services, Activities and Ancillary Services No. III-37.1, investment services provided abroad to residents of the Republic of 
Turkey based on their own initiative are not restricted.  
 
UAE: UBS is not a financial institution licensed in the UAE by the Central Bank of the UAE nor by the Emirates’ Securities and Commodities 
Authority and does not undertake banking activities in the UAE. UBS AG Dubai Branch is licensed by the DFSA in the DIFC. 

 
Czech Republic: UBS is not a licensed bank in Czech Republic and thus is not allowed to provide regulated banking or investment services in 
Czech Republic. This communication and/or material is distributed for marketing purposes and constitutes a "Commercial Message" under the 
laws of Czech Republic in relation to banking and/or investment services. Please notify UBS if you do not wish to receive any further 
correspondence.  
 
Indonesia: This communication and any offering material term sheet, research report, other product or service documentation or any other 
information (the "Material") sent with this communication was done so as a result of a request received by UBS from you and/or persons 
entitled to make the request on your behalf. Should you have received the Material erroneously, UBS asks that you kindly delete the e-mail and 
inform UBS immediately. The Material, where provided, was provided for your information only and is not to be further distributed without the 
consent of UBS. None of the Material has been registered or filed under the prevailing laws and with any financial or regulatory authority in your 
jurisdiction. The Material may not have been approved, disapproved or endorsed by or registered or filed with any financial or regulatory 
authority in your jurisdiction. UBS has not, by virtue of the Material, made available, issued any invitation to subscribe for or to purchase any 
investment (including securities or products or futures contracts). The Material is neither an offer nor a solicitation to enter into any transaction 
or contract (including futures contracts) nor is it an offer to buy or to sell any securities or products. The relevant investments will be subject to 
restrictions and obligations on transfer as set forth in the Material, and by receiving the Material you undertake to comply fully with such 
restrictions and obligations. You should carefully study and ensure that you understand and exercise due care and discretion in considering your 
investment objective, risk appetite and personal circumstances against the risk of the investment. You are advised to seek independent 
professional advice in case of doubt. 
Any and all advice provided on and/or trades executed by UBS pursuant to the Material will only have been provided upon your specific request 
or executed upon your specific instructions, as the case may be, and may be deemed as such by UBS and you. 
 
Malaysia: This communication and any offering material, term sheet, research report, other product or service documentation or any other 
information (the "Material") sent with this communication was done so as a result of a request received by UBS from you and/or persons 
entitled to make the request on your behalf. Should you have received the Material erroneously, UBS asks that you kindly delete the e-mail and 
inform UBS immediately. The Material, where provided, was provided for your information only and is not to be further distributed in whole or 
in part in or into your jurisdiction without the consent of UBS. The Material may not have been reviewed, approved, disapproved, endorsed, 
registered or filed with any financial or regulatory authority in your jurisdiction. UBS has not, by virtue of the Material, made available, issued 
any invitation to subscribe for or to purchase any investment (including securities or derivatives products). The Material is neither an offer nor a 
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solicitation to enter into any transaction or contract (including future contracts) nor is it an offer to buy or to sell any securities or derivatives 
products. The relevant investments will be subject to restrictions and obligations on transfer as set forth in the Material, and by receiving the 
Material you undertake to comply fully with such restrictions and obligations. You should carefully study and ensure that you understand and 
exercise due care and discretion in considering your investment objective, risk appetite and personal circumstances against the risk of the 
investment. You are advised to seek independent professional advice in case of doubt. 
Any and all advice provided on and/or trades executed by UBS pursuant to the Material will only have been provided upon your specific request 
or executed upon your specific instructions, as the case may be, and may be deemed as such by UBS and you. 
 
Philippines: This communication and any offering material term sheet, research report, other product or service documentation or any other 
information (the "Material") sent with this communication was done so as a result of a request received by UBS from you and/or persons 
entitled to make the request on your behalf. Should you have received the Material erroneously, UBS asks that you kindly delete the e-mail and 
inform UBS immediately. The Material, where provided, was provided for your information only and is not to be further distributed in whole or 
in part in or into your jurisdiction without the consent of UBS. The Material may not have been reviewed, approved, disapproved, endorsed, 
registered or filed with any financial or regulatory authority in your jurisdiction. UBS has not, by virtue of the Material, made available, issued 
any invitation to subscribe for or to purchase any investment (including securities or derivatives products). The Material is neither an offer nor a 
solicitation to enter into any transaction or contract (including future contracts) nor is it an offer to buy or to sell any securities or derivatives 
products. The relevant investments will be subject to restrictions and obligations on transfer as set forth in the Material, and by receiving the 
Material you undertake to comply fully with such restrictions and obligations. You should carefully study and ensure that you understand and 
exercise due care and discretion in considering your investment objective, risk appetite and personal circumstances against the risk of the 
investment. You are advised to seek independent professional advice in case of doubt. 
Any and all advice provided on and/or trades executed by UBS pursuant to the Material will only have been provided upon your specific request 
or executed upon your specific instructions, as the case may be, and may be deemed as such by UBS and you. 
 
Singapore: This communication and any offering material term sheet, research report, other product or service documentation or any other 
information (the "Material") sent with this communication was done so as a result of a request received by UBS from you and/or persons 
entitled to make the request on your behalf. Should you have received the Material erroneously, UBS asks that you kindly delete the e-mail and 
inform UBS immediately. The Material, where provided, was provided for your information only and is not to be further distributed in whole or 
in part in or into your jurisdiction without the consent of UBS. The Material may not have been reviewed, approved, disapproved or endorsed by 
any financial or regulatory authority in your jurisdiction. UBS has not, by virtue of the Material, made available, issued any invitation to subscribe 
for or to purchase any investment (including securities or products or futures contracts). The Material is neither an offer nor a solicitation to 
enter into any transaction or contract (including future contracts) nor is it an offer to buy or to sell any securities or products. The relevant 
investments will be subject to restrictions and obligations on transfer as set forth in the Material, and by receiving the Material you undertake to 
comply fully with such restrictions and obligations. You should carefully study and ensure that you understand and exercise due care and 
discretion in considering your investment objective, risk appetite and personal circumstances against the risk of the investment. You are advised 
to seek independent professional advice in case of doubt. 
Any and all advice provided on and/or trades executed by UBS pursuant to the Material will only have been provided upon your specific request 
or executed upon your specific instructions, as the case may be, and may be deemed as such by UBS and you. 
 
Thailand: This communication and any offering material, term sheet, research report, other product or service documentation or any other 
information (the "Material") sent with this communication were done so as a result of a request received by UBS from you and/or persons 
entitled to make the request on your behalf. Should you have received the Material erroneously, UBS asks that you kindly delete the e-mail and 
inform UBS immediately. The Material, where provided, was provided for your information only and is not to be further distributed in whole or 
in part in or into your jurisdiction without the consent of UBS. The Material may not have been reviewed, approved, disapproved, endorsed, 
registered or filed with any financial or regulatory authority in your jurisdiction. UBS has not, by virtue of the Material, made available, issued 
any invitation to subscribe for or to purchase any investment (including securities or derivatives products). The Material is neither an offer nor a 
solicitation to enter into any transaction or contract (including future contracts) nor is it an offer to buy or to sell any securities or derivatives 
products. The relevant investments will be subject to restrictions and obligations on transfer as set forth in the Material, and by receiving the 
Material you undertake to comply fully with such restrictions and obligations. You should carefully study and ensure that you understand and 
exercise due care and discretion in considering your investment objective, risk appetite and personal circumstances against the risk of the 
investment. You are advised to seek independent professional advice in case of doubt. 
Any and all advice provided and/or trades executed by UBS pursuant to the Material will only have been provided upon your specific request or 
executed upon your specific instructions, as the case may be, and may be deemed as such by UBS and you. 
 
UK, Jersey: This document is issued by UBS Switzerland AG and approved for issue in the UK by UBS AG. UBS AG is authorised and regulated 
by the Financial Market Supervisory Authority in Switzerland. In the United Kingdom, UBS AG is authorised by the Prudential Regulation 
Authority and is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details 
about the extent of our regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on request. Where products or services are 
provided from outside the UK, they will not be covered by the UK regulatory regime or the Financial Services Compensation Scheme. UBS does 
not give legal or tax advice and you should consult your independent legal, tax and other professional advisers for specific advice, including 
before entering into or refraining from entering into any investment. Any financing proposals included in this document are indicative only and 
subject to the credit approval process of UBS Switzerland AG, due diligence and documentation and do not therefore represent a commitment 
to lend on terms or structures outlined herein. UBS Switzerland AG or its associates may have long or short positions in one or more of the 
investments described herein. UBS Switzerland AG provides restricted advice on retail investment products which is based on the products 
issued by a limited number of companies which we have carefully selected and assessed as suitable for our clients' needs. UBS Switzerland AG 
may also provide restricted advice in respect of packaged products such as life contracts, pensions and regulated collective investment schemes. 
Where an attachment is a third party document, please be aware that it has been drafted without any input from UBS Switzerland AG. The 
document is intended for the sole purpose of information and is not intended as an offer, or a solicitation of an offer to make any investment. 
Although all information expressed was obtained from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, no representation or warranty, express 
or implied, is made as to its accuracy or completeness. 
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Portugal: UBS Switzerland AG is not licensed to conduct banking and financial activities in Portugal nor is UBS Switzerland AG supervised by 
the Portuguese Regulators (Bank of Portugal “Banco de Portugal” and Portuguese Securities Exchange Commission “Comissão do Mercado de 
Valores Mobiliários”). 
 
Canada: All current and future information and documentation provided to you by UBS, including but not limited to, market data, research and 
product information is provided to you for information and marketing purposes only. The information contained in such material is not, and 
under no circumstances to be construed as, a prospectus, an advertisement, a public offering, an offer to sell securities described therein, 
solicitation of an offer to buy securities described therein, in Canada or any province or territory thereof. Any offer or sale of the securities 
described therein in Canada will be made only under an exemption from the requirements to file a prospectus with the relevant Canadian 
securities regulators and only by a dealer properly registered under applicable securities laws or, alternatively, pursuant to an exemption from 
the dealer registration requirement in the relevant province or territory of Canada in which such offer or sale is made. Under no circumstances is 
the information contained therein to be construed as investment advice in any province or territory of Canada and is not tailored to the needs of 
the recipient. To the extent that the information contained therein references securities of an issuer incorporated, formed or created under the 
laws of Canada or a province or territory of Canada, any trades in such securities must be conducted through a dealer registered in Canada or, 
alternatively, pursuant to a dealer registration exemption. No securities commission or similar regulatory authority in Canada has reviewed or in 
any way passed upon these materials, the information contained therein or the merits of the securities described therein and any representation 
to the contrary is an offence. Investing in certain investment products and/or receiving financial services may have adverse tax implications 
depending upon a client's personal circumstances. The effect of a particular product or service on the client's overall tax situation may be 
difficult to assess. UBS is unable to give any guarantee or assurance regarding the potential tax implications of any investment product or service 
made available to its clients and accordingly shall not assume any responsibility or liability for any adverse tax implications whatsoever as a 
consequence of any such product or service. UBS recommends that clients consult with qualified tax advisors to assess the effect of particular 
products and services on their personal tax situation. 
Certain Canadian Federal Income Tax Considerations: 
This summary is based on the provisions of the Income Tax Act (Canada) (the “Tax Act”) and its regulations which are in force or have effect as 
of the date hereof. UBS assumes no liability to update or revise the below summary, and it should not be relied upon by investors to make 
investment decisions. The below summary of certain Canadian federal income tax considerations is limited to a nonexhaustive set of tax rules 
that could result in a tax liability to an investor that is resident of Canada for purposes of the Tax Act and that is investing in securities of a 
“non-resident” (as defined in the Tax Act) issuer even if the investor does not earn or receive any amounts from such investment.  
The Tax Act includes rules (the “Offshore Investment Rules”) that may require an amount to be included in the income of an investor that holds 
an “offshore investment fund property”. The Offshore Investment Rules may apply where (i) an offshore investment fund property derives its 
value primarily from “portfolio investments” in certain assets, and (ii) it may reasonably be concluded that one of the main reasons for the 
investment is to derive a benefit from portfolio investments in these assets in such a manner that taxes on the income, profits and gains from 
the assets are significantly less than the tax applicable under the Tax Act if such income, profits and gains had been earned directly by the 
investor. 
If the Offshore investment Rules apply, the investor will have an income inclusion in respect of each month equal to the “designated cost” of 
the property to the investor that is subject to the rules at the end of the month multiplied by 1/12th of the sum of a prescribed rate of interest 
plus 2 %. The prescribed rate of interest is linked to the yield on 90-day Government of Canada Treasury Bills and is adjusted quarterly. The 
income inclusion will be reduced by the investor's income for the year (other than capital gains) from the offshore investment fund property 
determined under the other provisions of the Tax Act. Accordingly, if the Offshore Investment Rules apply to an investor, the investor may be 
required to include in taxable income amounts that the investor has not earned or received. These rules are complex and their application 
depends, to a large extent, on the reasons of an investor for acquiring or holding the investment. The foregoing summary provides a general 
description of the Offshore Investment Rules, and should not be construed as advice to any particular investor regarding the implications of the 
Offshore Investment Rules in the investor's particular circumstances. Investors are urged to consult their own tax advisors regarding the 
application and impact of the Offshore Investment Rules in their particular circumstances. 
The rules in respect of non-resident trusts will not apply in respect of “exempt foreign trusts” (as defined in the Tax Act), which would, subject 
to detailed provisions, generally include commercial trusts. Where, however, a non-resident trust is an exempt foreign trust because it is a 
commercial trust, an investor (x) that holds, either alone or together with (i) any persons not dealing at arm’s length with the investor or (ii) any 
persons who acquired their interest in the trust in exchange for consideration given to the trust by the investor, at least a 10% interest (as 
defined and determined based on fair market value) in such trust, or (y) that has contributed “restricted property” (as defined in the Tax Act) to 
such trust, will be required to include in income a percentage of that trust’s “foreign accrual property income” (as defined in the Tax Act). Other 
investors in a commercial trust may be subject to the Offshore Investment Rules discussed above. Investors should consult their own tax advisors 
in this regard. 
If the total “equity percentage” (as defined in the Tax Act) of a Canadian investor (and related persons) is 10% or more in a particular non-
resident corporation, the investor may be subject to the rules in the Tax Act which (i) require the inclusion of a percentage of the foreign accrual 
property income of the corporation in computing the income of the investor, rather than the application of the Offshore Investment Rules, and 
(ii) could result in withholding tax being due by an investor that is a corporation resident in Canada for purposes of the Tax Act. Investors should 
consult their own tax advisors in this regard. 
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